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1. Introduction
In the Virginia Tech Honors College, honors peer educators are students who apply to be the sole instructors for discussion-based classes, such as first-year seminars and reading seminars, for academic credit (Smith, 2016). This research suggests that discussion-based teaching is an effective way of meeting honors students’ needs, and it describes discussion-based teaching techniques that are accessible and beneficial to honors peer educators.

2. Characteristics of Honors Students
My initial research summarizes characteristics of honors students to determine what kind of personal and academic support honors seminars should provide. That information is summarized in the following diagrams (figures 1 and 2) based on the work of Cuevas (2015), Lancaster (2014), Scager et al. (2012), Shepherd & Shepherd (2014), and Shushok (2002).

Figure 1. Characteristics of Honors Students: Common Strengths
From this information, we have drawn several conclusions about the academic and personal support that honors seminars should provide. To support students academically, we can offer real challenges that result in deep learning, but we should free students to work creatively, connect them with faculty and peers, and ideally enable them to make a positive real-world impact. These practices will maximize student engagement and satisfaction. For personal support, honors seminars should strive to become communities. Classroom communities can help students adjust to college, make friends with similar academic values, and even reduce destructive behaviors, such as avoiding tutoring or counseling out of the fear that needing these services undermines their identity as high achievers. We seek to accomplish these goals in part by training our peer educators in discussion-based teaching.

3. Discussion-Based Teaching
Discussion-based teaching amplifies the collaborative nature of peer learning and fosters academic community by valuing all voices. Brookfield & Preskill (2005) identify 15 benefits of discussion, many of which address honors students' needs, such as the need for diverse perspectives or a community of academic peers. Discussion also complements and enhances honors seminars that are exploratory, reflective, self-guided, and based on relationships and skills rather than disciplinary content.

However, discussion can cause harm when practiced without thorough training. Some common pitfalls include lectures disguised as discussions, domination by a few voices (often the discussion leader!), competitive quantity-over-quality participation, and reinforcement of societal injustices (Brookfield & Preskill, 2005). For example, the latter can occur if peer educators recreate their own educational experiences without accounting for diversity, thereby promoting classroom lingo, behavioral norms, and activities that reflect mainly majority groups. Then in order for students outside of those groups to be perceived as smart or normal, they may feel pressure to suppress their cultural differences—a personally and
academically destructive consequence (Brookfield & Preskill, 2005). Again, thorough peer educator training can mitigate these risks so that honors students can benefit from critical, inclusive discussions.

4. Fundamental Discussion Skills
To facilitate effective discussions, peer educators need training in fundamental discussion skills: questioning, listening, and responding.

**Questioning**
Certain types of questions typically lead to stronger critical thinking, engagement, and student confidence; these types include requests for evidence or clarification, “how” or “why” questions, cause-and-effect questions, summary and synthesis questions, sincere questions, and the students’ own questions (Brookfield & Preskill, 2005; Heilker, 2007).

**Listening**
Strong listening skills can create a sense of continuity and community while focusing discussion on student contributions. Peer educators should listen to absorb what students share, how they share it, and how it fits into the overall discussion (Brookfield & Preskill, 2005). They can then use this information to illuminate connections and challenge or support students as individuals.

**Responding**
To help students develop knowledge for themselves, peer educators should resist the urge to answer all questions; instead, they should redirect questions back to the students to encourage collaborative learning and to demonstrate that students are cocreators of knowledge (Heilker, 2007). Responding with sincere and specific praise can build student confidence while also rewarding desirable participation habits (Brookfield & Preskill, 2005). Finally, responding with silence can help students absorb important or complicated information, take time to develop higher quality answers, or honor someone’s significant or emotional contribution (Brookfield & Preskill, 2005). To be more comfortable and effective, silence should be structured through requests such as “I’m going to ask a question, and I’d like everyone to wait a minute or two before responding so that everyone has time to develop an answer” or “Take five minutes to jot down your thoughts on this topic, and then we’ll discuss it.”

5. Small Group Activities
One of the best and most accessible ways to enhance a discussion-based class is to incorporate goal-directed small group work. These activities can help develop critical thinking skills, build confidence, form classroom communities, renew engagement, and improve subsequent full-class discussion (Bean, 2001).

The most versatile and effective activity that we use is Think-Pair-Share (Lyman, 1981). The intent of this sequence is to deeply explore a topic in a way that enables all students to participate. The “think” component is individual: students brainstorm, free write, or otherwise digest information alone. Next, they share their thoughts in pairs, each seeking to understand the other’s perspective and refine their own. Finally, the pairs report the main points of their discussion to the class as a whole.
Think-pair-share discussions are useful for challenging, complicated, or sensitive topics. Every student has to come up with an idea or argument of their own, every student gets to share it out loud but privately, and then the class benefits from a variety of perspectives that have been collaboratively refined without being as highly influenced by group think. This sequence improves student participation, enables greater depth and diversity of discussion, and helps students bond with their peers.

For more discussion-based small group activities, please refer to the work by Bean and Brookfield & Preskill.
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